MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME


BACKGROUND

On March 13, 2020, President Trump proclaimed that the COVID-19 outbreak in the United States constitutes a national emergency, beginning March 1, 2020. In response to this national emergency proclamation, the Commission issued a notice extending non-statutory deadlines for regulated entities. According to the Commission’s March 19, 2020, notice: “Regulated entities have taken steps to protect the health and safety of their employees and the public, and to help mitigate or slow the transmission of the novel coronavirus within their communities.”

Recognizing the “potential impact these steps have on meeting regulatory requirements,” the Commission extended certain deadlines, including deadlines for rulemaking comments, arising on or before May 1, “for those entities that are unable to meet deadlines due to steps they have taken to meet the emergency conditions” related to COVID-19. Finally, the Commission further stated, “Entities seeking extensions of other deadlines…as well as further extension for the required filings identified above, may file motions seeking extensions in such proceedings, as appropriate.”

On March 20, 2020, precisely a week after President Trump made the national emergency declaration, the Commission issued the Incentives NOPR, which sets forth proposed changes to regulations implementing Section 219 of the Federal Power Act to reflect changes in transmission development and planning. The Incentives NOPR proposes the most significant changes to the Commission’s transmission incentives policy in more than a decade.
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I. MOTION

The national emergency caused by the COVID-19 outbreak has impacted every segment of the U.S. economy. American manufacturers are certainly no exception. The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in almost weekly changes to applicable laws, rules, and regulations at the federal, state, and local levels. Just like the regulated entities referenced in the Commission’s March Notice, American manufacturers have spent the last few weeks developing and implementing measures to protect the health and safety of their employees and the public, as well as to help mitigate or slow the transmission of COVID-19 within their communities. In addition, some manufacturers are experiencing an unexpected surge in demand for critically necessary equipment and products, while others are attempting to address significant business disruptions and slowdowns stemming from COVID-19. In both cases, the unprecedented emergency conditions resulting from COVID-19 facing American manufacturers are necessitating the dedication of both human and financial resources to matters pertaining to public health, employee safety, and the financial viability of their businesses and, therefore, are impacting American manufacturers’ ability to participate fully in an Incentives NOPR proceeding that will have significant and likely adverse financial consequences to them perhaps for a decade or more. To this end, American manufacturers and other supporting parties seek an extension of time to meaningfully consider and submit comments on the Incentives NOPR. There is no indication that extending the comment deadline will adversely impact continued investment in transmission infrastructure or transmission owners’ access to capital for such investments.

The Commission issued the Incentives NOPR shortly following the President’s national emergency declaration. The Incentives NOPR proposes significant reforms to the Commission’s transmission incentives policy. Based on preliminary projections, the proposed reforms will result
in increases to customers’ transmission costs, which have already been escalating rapidly in recent years. In fact, electric transmission costs are the manufacturing sectors’ single largest increased energy-related costs for the past decade. Moreover, any changes resulting from this rulemaking proceeding will likely remain in place for many years, if not decades. Due to the potentially financially significant impact and likely long-term nature of any reforms resulting from the Incentives NOPR proceeding, an opportunity to actively and meaningfully participate is critically important to American manufacturers. Given the nearly parallel timetable of the COVID-19 national emergency and the commencement of the Incentives NOPR proceeding, however, American manufacturers have been forced to focus their attention on the former. While the national state of emergency remains in place, American manufacturers anticipate the need to maintain their primary focus on the myriad issues related to COVID-19.

Accordingly, American manufacturers respectfully submit that good cause exists for an extension of time to file comments in this docket. American manufacturers respectfully request that the Commission establish a comment deadline that is the later of sixty days after the date on which the national state of emergency is lifted or October 1, 2020.

II. CONCLUSION

WHEREFORE, American manufacturers respectfully request that the Commission grant this motion and extend the comment deadline in the Incentives NOPR proceeding to the later of sixty days after the conclusion of the national emergency related to the COVID-19 health pandemic or October 1, 2020.
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/s/ Paul Cicio
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Aluminum Association, Inc.
American Chemistry Council (ACC)
American Forest & Paper Association (AF&PA)
American Foundry Society (AFS)
American Fuel & Petrochemical Manufacturers
American Iron and Steel Institute
Associated Industries of Arkansas
Association of Businesses Advocating Tariff Equity (ABATE)
California Large Energy Consumers Association (CLECA)
California Manufacturers & Technology Association
CalPortland Company
Carolina Industrial Group for Fair Utility Rates (CIGFUR) I, II & III
Carolina Utility Customers Association (CUCA)
Carpenter Technology Corporation
Chemistry Council of New Jersey
Clearwater Paper Corporation
Coalition of MISO Transmission Customers
Connecticut Industrial Energy Consumers (CIEC)
Domtar Corporation
Electricity Consumers Resource Council (ELCON)
Ellwood Quality Steels
Evonik Corporation
Fertilizer Institute
Flex-N-Gate
Florida Industrial Power Users Group (FIPUG)
Ford Motor Company
Gerdau
Glass Packaging Institute (GPI)
Illinois Industrial Energy Consumers (IIEC)
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Pennsylvania Energy Consumers Association (PECA)
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Portland Cement Association (PCA)
South Carolina Energy Users Committee (SCEUC)
Steel Manufacturers Association (SMA)
TimkenSteel Corporation
Tyson Foods
US Silica Company
Utah Association of Energy Users (UAE)
WestRock Company
West Virginia Energy Users Group (WVEUG)
Western Kansas Industrial Energy Consumers
Wisconsin Industrial Energy Group
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